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NEW FIND OF CAPE BRETON PROVISIONALS
Christopher D. Ryan

Asignificant number of Cape Breton provisional law stamps were
presented in three recent auction-sales held by the UK firm Bon-

hams on February 13 , March 13  and April 11 , 2002.  These stamps,th th th

as detailed below by their van Dam catalogue numbers, appear to have
come from a previously undocumented find.

Octagonal Borders:
       • 23 ×  NSC 4,        7 ×  NSC 6,         5 ×  NSC 7,        2 ×  NSC 8
       •   1 ×  unlisted 50¢ “Bar Library” (similar to NSC 5).
Square Borders with rounded corners, 37 by 28 mm:
       •   7 ×  NSC 10,       2 ×  unlisted 50¢ stamped value (similar to NSC 10).
Square Borders with rounded corners, 46 by 36 mm:
       •   9 ×  unlisted “Twenty Five Cents” in one line (similar to NSC 11A).
       • 13 ×  NSC 11A,    4 ×  NSC 11B

     All of the above items are rare.  Prior to the Bonhams sales, only
zero to four copies had been reported for each stamp.
     The range of dates found on all reported copies of these stamps are
detailed below.  These ranges were compiled from dates quoted in the
Bonhams catalogues and dates recorded by Harry Lussey in CRN m
3 (April 1994, pp. 2-4).

Octagonal Borders:
• NSC 4           - 01 Dec 1903  through  18 Feb  1904
• NSC 5           - 01 Jan 1904  through  02 Feb  1904
• NSC 6           - 30 Nov 1903  through  15 Feb  1904
• NSC 7           - 07 Dec 1903  through  12 Feb  1904
• NSC 8           - 04 Dec 1903  through  18 Feb  1904
• unlisted         - 09 Dec 1903

Square Borders with rounded corners, 37 by 28 mm:
• NSC 9           - 23 Oct 1903
• NSC 10         - 11 Dec 1903  through  11 Jan  1904
• NSC 11         - 14 Dec 1903
• unlisted         - 21 Dec 1903  through  06 Jan  1904

Square Borders with rounded corners, 46 by 36 mm:
• unlisted         - 16 Nov 1903  through  23 Nov 1903 
• NSC 11A      - 25 Feb 1904  through  06 Apr 1904
• NSC 11B      - 16 Nov 1903  through  21 Mar 1904

For the three border-types the date ranges are as follows:

• Octagonal                    - 30 Nov  1903  through  18 Feb  1904
      • Square, 37 by 28 mm  - 23 Oct   1903  through  11 Jan   1904
      • Square, 46 by 36 mm  - 16 Nov  1903  through  06 Apr  1904

     These dates indicate that the three border varieties were in concur-
rent use, apparently manufactured at about the same time from whatever
labels were at hand.  What remains unknown is whether the entire group
of stamps was manufactured in a single batch, multiple batches or
piecemeal as the need arose.  The variation in the inscription found on
the octagonal stamps (“Law Library” versus “Bar Library” versus “Law
Stamp”) suggests a piecemeal situation, being the result of the day to
day whim of the responsible officer.  Thus, it is possible that the “Bar
Library” and “Law Library” inscriptions were used on as yet unrecorded
varieties of the square 38 by 28 mm and 46 by 36 mm stamps. 
Unfortunately, the extreme rarity of these stamps precludes any definite

(Continues as Cape Breton Provisionals on page 10.)



ARTIFICIALLY CREATED REDDISH ORANGE $5 GEORGE V EXCISE TAX STAMPS
Edward Zaluski

 $5 Changeling  $3 Reddish Orange  $5 Changeling $5 Changeling $5 Vermilion  $5 Changeling

In the early 1980s when I was pre-paring the early volumes of my
reference manuals for publication, I performed an experiment by

placing a number of copies of the vermilion $5 excise tax stamp under
plastic in a holder and exposed them, on my bathroom window sill, to
daily sunlight for almost three years.  During that time, I noticed only
a slight colour change.  So I filed the stamps still inside their plastic
holder in my stock book, and listed the $5 stamp that reportedly also
came in reddish orange (which is the same colour as the $3 value) as
CAE18E, it evidently being a genuine error in colour.
     A few years later, however, I noticed that the holder’s plastic had
turned brittle and had cracked in many areas.  After removing and
inspecting the stamps, I received quite a surprise!  All the stamps had
changed their colour to exactly that of the $3 stamp!  I therefore
retroactively issued a correction for my reference book concerning the
reddish orange colour of the $5 stamp, stating that the vermilion colour

of the $5 stamp can be made to look like the reddish orange of the $3
stamp by exposing it to sunlight, or probably to any relatively intense
ultraviolet light, for a prolonged period of time.  At that time, I also
stated that, “unless a colour match to the reddish orange of the $3
stamp was identical, a changeling should be suspected!”
     With the further passage of time (now about 12 years after I started
the experiment), I no longer even believe the last qualifier in the
previous paragraph.  Now, I believe that even when the reddish orange
colour on a $5 stamp matches the $3 colour exactly, a changeling
cannot be ruled out!  Given these experimental results, can anyone then
convincingly state that this “error of colour” was actually produced by
the printer?
     In the picture above, one $3 stamp in its true reddish orange colour
and four $5 stamps in their (changeling) reddish orange colour
accompany one $5 stamp that displays the correct vermilion colour.

THE BREWERY AND OL61
Marshall C. Lipton

Note: A misunderstanding on the part of the Editor resulted in changes
being made to Marshall Lipton’s article in CRN m 38 that were not
authorized by the Author.  Therefore at Lipton’s request, his original
article is presented below.

In the August 2001 edition of the Canadian Revenue Newsletter (m
37, p. 2), the date of issue of OL61 was discussed and based on the

document illustrated in that article, it was believed 1904 was the year of
issuance.  A document recently unearthed and current research suggests
a different conclusion.  This premise is based on the case Traders Bank
vs George Sleeman et al.; a 1902 action in defraud of creditors against
the Sleeman family, owners of the venerable Sleeman Brewing &
Malting Co. in Guelph, Ontario.  The document which precipitated this
inquiry is the “Memo Fees” seen in Figure 1.  This is an original
document and bears a June 8 , 1903 manuscript date as well as a “05-th

03” crayon notation on the front.  Initially, certain questions arise such
as who prepared this document and why the original is on hand. 
Although the answers to these questions are unclear, still certain
reasonable suppositions may be made.  To begin with, note that each
entry on the Memo relates to the deposition before trial of E. Sleeman. 
This lends itself to the belief that the Memo was prepared by the court
stenographer who transcribed the testimony and most likely filed the
Memo.  As for the crayons notation, these are generally applied by the
filing clerk who in this instance apparently and mistakenly wrote “05”
instead of “06”.  With regard to this being an original document, it is
known fact, that for some reason original documents have been readily
available to collectors.
     In the Archives of Ontario, Court and Related Records there is a list
of documents in this case which includes two entries for the receipt of
examinations of defendants as seen in Figure 2.  The first such entry is

dated Jan 28 , 1903 and does not include the examination of E.th

Sleeman.  However, another entry dated June 10 , 1903 relates toth

“other defendants” one of which was E. Sleeman.  It would therefore
be reasonable to assume that the June 8  “Memo Fees” was filed onth

June 19  along with the examinations before trial.th

     In addition, Figure 2’s last entry discloses that on April 8 , 1904 theth

action was dismissed, making it highly improbable that the June 8 ,th

1903 “Memo Fees” was filed in 1904.
     It is therefore reasonable to infer that this “Memo Fees” was
prepared on June 8 , 1903 which leads to the conclusion that OL61 wasth

issued sometime prior to June 10 , 1903.th

     This article has been made possible by the research assistance of
Chris Ryan.

  WANTED:

Office Stamp Cancellations
on the Ontario and Upper Canada

Law Stamps.

MARSHALL LIPTON
500 WASHINGTON AVE, APT 9G

KINGSTON, NY, USA 12401
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Figure 1: Memo of Fees for proceedings in the case of Traders Bank versus Sleeman, dated June 8 , 1903, and bearing a green 30-cent Ontario lawth

stamp (van Dam’s OL50) in combination with a green $4 stamp (OL61).  This document represents the earliest reported usage of these stamps.  

    Document           Date Filed or Taken

    - Writ issued  1902 Dec  1
    - Prae[cipe] Cert[ificate] Lis pendens          Dec  1
    - App[earan]ce. for all def[endan]ts.          Dec  9
    - Statement of Claim          Dec 15
    - Statement of Defence          Dec 23
    - Prae[cipe] for order to produce (def[endan]ts) 1903 Jan   7
    - Aff[idavi]ts of def[endan]ts in production          Jan  19
    - Additional Aff[idavi]ts of 2 def[endan]ts          Jan  24
    - Rec[eive]d Ex[amination]s of def[endan]ts          Jan  28
      George Sleeman, Sarah Sleeman, & George A. Sleeman
    - Amended Statement of Claim          Apr   6
    - Rec[eive]d Ex[amination]s of other def[endan]ts          Jun  10
    - Prae[cipe] for order to produce (def[endan]ts)          Sep   2
    - Appl[ication] on production of Manager                  Sep  17
    - Prae[cipe] enty action for trial          Nov 21
    - Rec[eive]d Ex[amination] A&H Jones          Nov 27
    - Consent to order dismissing action 1904 Apr   8

Figure 2: List of documents regarding Traders Bank versus George
Sleeman, et al filed with Wellington County High Court of Justice in
Guelph.  (Source: Archives of Ontario, Courts and Related Officers Records, RG

22-5604, Wellington County High Court of Justice procedure book, pp. 195, 197.)

MOVED?   MOVING?
Please send your new address

to the Editor.
Notices sent to BNAPS are not

forwarded to the Study Groups.

WANTED: Fellow Collectors
(Especially from BC’s Lower Mainland)

To Trade TOBACCO REVENUES
Please Contact: Dave Symons,

630 Morrison Avenue

Coquitlam BC, Canada V3J 7H1

Tel: (604) 936-0603 Fax: (604) 939-2487 (Attn: Donna)
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CANADA’S STAMP TAXATION OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS: 1864 – 1974
Christopher D. Ryan

— Part 2 —

Manufactured Tobacco Stamps and Stamping

As discussed previously, the budget resolutions put into effect on
June 1 , 1864, required payment of the excise duty on tobaccost

products prior to their release for consumption from the custody of an
excise officer.[33]  No provision was made for the bonded warehousing
of dutiable goods on the premises of manufacturers.  The Public
Accounts for the fiscal half-year ending June 30 , 1864, shows thatth

excise duty was collected on a very small quantity of manufactured
tobacco during the month of June 1864.[34]  The duty-paid, ‘consump-
tion’ excise stamp affixed to these early stocks was very likely of the
type illustrated in Figure 9.  This type of consumption stamp is known
bearing a date of January 1865. 
     Evidence for the use of consumption stamps from the very start of
the excise duty is the existence of a customs stamp not illustrated here
that is dated 1864 and bears residual inscriptions of the excise stamp
from which it was adapted.  While the central inscription of this very
early customs stamp is the same as the regular customs stamp shown in
Figure 10, it also contains three inscription errors as follows: ‘Excise’
appears on the belt in place of ‘Customs’, ‘Coll. I.R.’ appears under the
signature space in place of ‘Coll. Customs’ and ‘Cap. III.’ appears in
place of ‘Cap. II.’ on the belt.  This error stamp was described in an
1885 issue of Toronto Philatelic Journal and a heavily soiled example
currently resides in the collection of Bill Walton.[30] 
     The stamping of imported tobacco products was not required by the
resolutions put into effect on June 1 .  Stamping requirements werest

extended to this class of tobacco by the passage of the new Customs Act
(27-28 Vic., Cap. II).  This Act was given first reading on June 25 ,th

passed by the Assembly on June 28  and given royal assent on the 30 . th th

As a result, the customs tobacco stamps would have only come into
official use on or about June 28  or 30 , 1864.  It can be inferred fromth th

the errors noted above in a very early customs stamp that the master
typeface for the consumption excise stamp was already in existence in
June of 1864.
     Bonded excise warehousing on the premises of manufacturers was
a new provision in the Excise Act of 1864 (27-28 Vic., Cap. III).  Prior

to this Act, Liquor and beer subject to excise duties could be deposited
in a manufacturer’s or Customs warehouse under government lock 
upon payment of five percent of the duty to which the goods were
liable.[35]  The Inland Revenue Report for 1869/70 noted that bonded
excise warehousing had been introduced to allow manufacturers to
postpone payment of excise duty “to a point as near as possible to the
date at which the goods were taken for use by the actual consumers.” 
The excise duty on warehoused goods was payable upon their removal
for consumption within Canada.[36]
     Under the new Excise Act of June 1864 (passed 27 , assented 30 )th th

packages of domestic manufactured  tobacco placed in the bonded
warehouse were to be affixed with the stamp illustrated in Figure 11. 
Use of this ‘warehouse’ stamp could not have begun until sometime
after June of 1864 as it would have taken time for manufacturers to
prepare a suitable excise warehouse on their premises.  It is possible that
the warehousing of  tobacco products did not start until August 1864,
following the stamping of stocks on hand with the green ‘M’ and ‘D’
stamps as described earlier.  Manufacturers soon exhibited a marked
preference for warehousing over the immediate release of their product
for consumption.  The Inland Revenue Report for 1869/70 noted that
“six-sevenths” (approximately 86%) of all tobacco products were
warehoused.[36]
     The 1864 Excise Act also introduced a new system for the payment
of the excise duty on tobacco products released for consumption directly
from factories.  In place of the immediate payment required since June
1 , manufacturers were permitted to make semi-monthly payments (onst

the 6  and 21 ) of the total duty accruing on goods released during theth st

respective half-months (the 1  through 15 , and the 16  through lastst th th

day).[37]  All packages of manufactured tobacco released for consump-
tion directly from the factory continued to be stamped with the
consumption excise stamp illustrated in Figure 9.    
     Subsequent to the initial issues, consumption stamps in the forms
illustrated in Figure 12 and 13 were released.  Their exact date of issue
is not known but according to Walton the small diamond stamp in
Figure 12 is known with an 1866 date.  This stamp was likely intended 

            

Figure 9: Issue of 1864, excise consumption stamp for manufac-
tured tobacco. Figure 10: Issue of 1864, customs stamp for manufactured tobacco.
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Figure 11: Issue of 1864, excise warehouse stamp for manufac-
tured tobacco

   

Figure 12: Circa 1865-66 addi-
tion to the Issue of 1864, pair of
small excise consumption stamps
for manufactured tobacco.

Figure 13: Circa 1865-67 addition to
the Issue of 1864, strip excise con-
sumption stamp for manufactured
tobacco.  (Image cropped.)

for small packages of tobacco.
     When new Dominion Statutes replaced the Excise and Customs Acts
of the old Province of Canada in December of 1867 use of the latter’s
stamps was extended to the Maritime Provinces of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia.[28]  At some unknown point thereafter, the Customs
Department made arrangements for new typographed stamps whose
inscription reflected the new legislation.  As far as is known, these new

stamps consisted of the large square item illustrated below in Figure 14
and a long strip-stamp that is not illustrated here, but closely resembles
the excise stamp in Figure 13.  Excise equivalents to these Customs
stamps are not known to this writer.
     As of February 8 , 1868, the government of Canada entered into ath

contract for security printing with the British American Bank Note
Company (BABN).  An original copy of this manuscript contract is on
file at the National Archives of Canada in Ottawa, Ontario.  In this
document, the scope of the agreement is given as follows: BABN “will
engrave all the necessary plates and dies, and print therefrom and
furnish as and when the same shall from time [to] time be required,
all blanks for notes, bills, bonds, debentures and all note, bill and
postage stamps, and all other engraving, excepting type printing
which may be required by the Government of Canada . . . .”[38]
     Note that ‘revenue’ stamps, other than those for bills of exchange
and promissory notes, were not explicitly stated in the main text of the
agreement and likewise were not included in the ‘Schedule of Prices’
annexed to the document.  In the original copy of the 1868 contract, the
word “revenue” appears only in the left margin beside the line, “. . .
debentures and all note, bill and postage stamps. . .,” where a small
insertion arrow (^) appears immediately in front of the word ‘note’.[38]
     In the Exchequer Court case of Crown versus BABN, the bank-note
company argued that this was a later addition and not part of the
contract as signed by them.  The Court agreed and deleted the cost of
the lithographed stamps delivered during the lifetime of the 1868
contract from the amounts claimed by the government.[39, 40, 41]
     The counsel for the government reluctantly accepted the court's
ruling. He stated, “I acquiesce in the view that the contract does not
cover Revenue stamps.”[39]  Shortly thereafter, he made a more
definite admission in a private letter to the Deputy Minister of Justice
as follows:

The principal contentions of the company in reply to the case
presented on behalf of the Crown were:  First— that there was no
contract for engraving [tobacco revenue stamps] under contract m 1
and that the stamps were lithographed by express arrangement with
the then Commissioner of Inland Revenue, and I think this conten-
tion is probably correct.[40]

Figure 14: Issue of 1867 or 1868, customs stamp for manufac-
tured tobacco.
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Figure 15: Issue of 1868, die proof of the excise warehouse stamp
for caddies of manufactured tobacco.

Figure 16: Issue of 1868, excise warehouse stamp for boxes of
manufactured tobacco, used August 1868, prior to the September
introduction of the caddy stamp.  (Ex. Brandom.)

     Note that the terms ‘engraved’ and ‘engraving’ were used in these
documents to mean ‘steel-plate’ (intaglio) production.  During the
lifetime of the BABN contracts (1868-1897), printing plates, whether
of steel or in the form of a lithographing stone, were not ‘engraved’ in
the proper, technical sense of the word.  Dies were engraved for the
tobacco stamps, plates were not.  Lithographed tobacco stamps were
usually printed from a stone impression made by transfers from a steel
die or plate.[42, 43]
     In case of Crown versus BABN, George B. Burland testified that
verbal arrangements had been made in 1868 for production of the
tobacco revenue stamps not covered by the contract.  According to
Burland, officials of the Revenue Department had agreed to “the best
work that could be produced from steel lithographically printed.”[44] 
Amongst other supporting documents, the defence presented letters
dated 1870 from the Commissioner of Inland Revenue in which
lithographed tobacco revenue stamps were acknowledged as the

accepted norm up to that time.[45]
     These lithographed tobacco stamps were purchased by BABN from
the then current incarnation of Burland’s lithographing company and
sold to the government at an advance over the purchase price.  Evidence
presented in Crown versus BABN indicates that initially the majority of
the lithographed stamps were purchased in a completely finished form. 
By 1880, the perforating and numbering was done primarily by
BABN.[43, 46]
     The first issue of BABN’s manufactured tobacco stamps comprised
two square stamp for ‘caddies’ of manufactured tobacco and two square
stamp for ‘boxes’ of manufactured tobacco.  Figures 15 and 16 illustrate
the two red warehouse stamps, for caddies and boxes, respectively. 
Corresponding consumption stamps were produced in black with the
fourth line of the central inscription being ‘semi-monthly return m’ in
place of the ‘warehouse entry’ found on the warehouse stamps.  As was
the case with the previous typographed stamps, the new lithographed
BABN stamps did not have serial numbers.  However, unlike the
previous issues, BABN’s stamps were supplied without gum and its was
now the responsibility of the tobacco manufacturers to supply a suitable
adhesive.[32]
     Extracts of documents quoted in Crown versus BABN reveal the
following data regarding the production of the BABN’s tobacco stamps. 
This information represents the dates in 1868 when the respective
stamps were ordered by the Revenue Department, first delivered by
BABN, and first charged to the government’s account.

Stamp: Black ‘Box’ Red ‘Box’ Black Caddy  Red Caddy Black Cigar

Ordered:      July      June   Not Given   Not Given     June

First Delivery: Not Given Not Given   Not Given     Sept 1    Sept 1st st

Charged:        Sept 1   Sept 1   Not Given     Sept 1         Sept 1 [47]st st st st

     The new BABN stamps were formally issued on September 11 ,th

1868.  The accompanying circular provided detailed instructions
regarding usage, requisitioning, inventory-keeping, cancellation and the
need for a suitable adhesive.  The distinction between a ‘caddy’ and a
‘box’ of tobacco products was not explained in the circular, perhaps
because it would have been automatically understood by excise
officers.[32] A Revenue Department circular from July of 1881 placed
a 25-pound weight limit for packages on which caddy stamps af-
fixed.[48]  Data compiled by John Harper regarding used caddy
stamps conforms to a 25-pound limit with one 1877 exception used at
35-pounds.  ‘Box’ stamps were used on very large packages, ranging up
to over one hundred pounds. 
     While September of 1868 marked the official introduction of the new
BABN production, quantities of selected stamps appear to have been
released just prior to that date.  One such stamp, a red ‘box’ stamp, is
illustrated in Figure 16.  This item is dated as “4/68”, which in view of
the production information presented above and the discussion
immediately hereafter, represents the second half of August 1868.
     With regards to the dating scheme used on excise tobacco stamps in
the time period of 1864-1883, excise warehouse regulations of 1865 and
1868 provided as follows:

The date [on packages] will be sufficiently indicated by the number
of the half month and the last two numerals of the year in which the
entry was made: – thus, goods entered on 20  January, 1865, may beth

dated 14–65; showing that the entry was made in the fourteenth half
month of the current fiscal year.[49]

     It may be inferred from this provision in the regulation that the ‘year’
portion of the date was to be the end of the fiscal year.  In such a case,
“4/68” would represent late August of 1867, being the fourth half-
month of the fiscal year beginning July 1 , 1867, and ending June 30 ,st th

1868.  For the stamp in Figure 16, the date of “4/68” cannot represent
August of 1867.  The date can only represent August of 1868, with,
given the regulations quoted above, the ‘68’ being the calender year of
the entry.
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Figure 17: Excise consumption stamp
for cigars, showing use of the calender
year for dating.  (Image cropped.)

     Another ‘impossible’ date is
provided by the cigar stamp in
Figure 17.  This item is dated “5
– 70”, which in an end of fiscal
year scheme would represent
September of 1869.  However,
the seventh line of the central
inscription on this stamp reads as
“M ...................lbs.” with “1/10
= 1 3/16” written in the space in
manuscript ink.  This mode of
assessing the excise duty on the
weight of the cigars was intro-
duced on April 8 , 1870, replac-th

ing a graduated duty per thou-
sand (“M”) cigars based on their
value.[50]  In a circular of April
15 , 1870, Revenue Collectorsth

were instructed as follows:

You will adapt the Cigar labels
now in your possession to the
change in the mode of levying
duty, by drawing your pen
through the words 'val per',
leaving the 'M' to signify thou-
sands, and writing thereafter the
fractional part of the thousand
Cigars contained in the box, and
the weight thereof on which the
duty is charged thus: ---'M 1/10
= 1¼ lbs.,' signifying that the
package contains 100 cigars
weighing one and a quarter
pounds.[51]

Thus, the “5 – 70” on the stamp
in Figure 17 can only represent
September of 1870.
     In addition to these two examples, data compiled by John Harper
produces instances where serial numbers rendered out of chronological
sequence by use of the fiscal year fall into sequence when the year is
taken as the calender year.  One example of this situation is summarised
in Table 1 below.
     Altogether, one has three examples, representing two Revenue
Divisions and three Collectors, where the end of the fiscal year dating
system does not fit the available dated stamps.  Thus, in spite of the
inference made from the regulations, it appears that the calender year
was used to provide the year portion of the dates applied to the tobacco
stamps in this period.  Further study of used stamps is required to
confirm this conclusion.
     Serially numbered versions of BABN’s stamps did not appear until
circa April of 1869, at the earliest.  The initial supply of these stamps
were delivered by BABN to the Revenue Department in late March of
that year.[47]  Examples of these stamps are illustrated in Figures 18
and 19.  These items are known to collectors with serial numbers 
placed horizontally on or under the Queen’s head and with serial
numbers placed vertically along the left-side of the central panel.
     From its formation in 1867, through to 1881, the Customs Depart-
ment made their own, separate arrangements with BABN for the blue
stamps used on imported tobacco products.  A consequence of this, the
initial Customs versions of the BABN stamps did not appear until 1869. 
According to BABN records, a ‘square’ and a ‘strip’ stamp for
manufactured tobacco were ordered but only examples of the square
stamp (Figure 20 overleaf) are currently known to this writer.   These

Figure 18: Issue of 1869 with horizontal serial numbers at top, excise
warehouse stamp for caddies of manufactured tobacco.

Figure 19: Issue of 1869 with vertical serial numbers at left, excise
warehouse stamp for caddies of manufactured tobacco.

Table 1: Data compiled by John Harper regarding used copies of
Brandom’s M154, a red Caddy stamp used exclusively at Montreal.

 Serial Date on  Date using   Date using 
Number  Stamp  Fiscal Year Calender Year

  93852 18 • 76 March 1876 March 1876
  96205 18 • 76 March 1876 March 1876
105998 20 • 76 April   1876 April   1876
110011 21 • 76 May    1876 May    1876
124171 24 • 76 June    1876 June    1876
130710   1 • 76 July     1875 July     1876
146946   6 • 76 Sept    1875 Sept    1876
147787   6 • 76 Sept    1875 Sept    1876
213624 24 • 77 June    1877 June    1877
248733 10 • 77 Nov    1876 Nov    1877
321238   2 • 78 July    1877 July    1878
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Figure 20: Issue of 1869 with horizontal serial numbers at top,
customs stamp for manufactured tobacco, 

customs stamps were issued only with serial numbers on or under the
Queen’s head, having no previous un-numbered versions other than
proofs and specimens.  The initial supply of these stamps was delivered
by BABN to the Customs Department in March of 1869.[47]
     In September of 1869, the ‘box’ and caddy excise stamps were
supplemented by twelve new stamps in six denominations for
consumption (black) and for warehouse (red).[52]   Examples of these
new stamps, representing the two sizes, are illustrated in Figures 21 and
22.  The denomination of these items represented the maximum weight
of tobacco to which they could be affixed.  Unlike other BABN tobacco
stamps in use up to that time, the new denominated stamps were
produced from steel plates (intaglio).
     The ‘small’ stamp in Figure 21 was initially issued in denominations
of one-half, one-quarter and one pound.  In February of 1880, a one-
tenth pound stamp was prepared for use only in the Windsor Divi-
sion.[53]  The duty collected on these stamps was to be the full amount
represented by their denomination, regardless of the actual weight of
tobacco in the package.  The ‘large’ stamp in Figure 22 was issued in
denominations of five, ten and fifteen pounds.  Unlike the case with the
smaller denominations, the duty collected on these stamps was based on
the actual net weight of the package to which they were affixed.  For
example, a ‘15-pound’ stamp could be affixed to a 12-pound package
and thus would collect the duty payable on only 12 pounds of manufac-
tured tobacco.[52]
      The stamps in Figures 21 and 22 were not produced in blue for
imported tobacco.  It was not until mid-1871 that the Customs Depart-
ment introduced a stamp for small packages of tobacco.  This stamp, as
illustrated in Figure 23 was lithographed and bore no information as to
the weight of the tobacco contained within the package.  The first
supplies of these stamps were delivered by BABN in June 1871
(100,000), October 1871 (50,000) and February 1872 (32,000).  Further
supplies were not ordered by the Customs Department until May and
June of 1878, namely, May 3  (12,000), May 28  (16,000) and Junerd th

17  (172,000).  These 1878 orders were filled by a single May 14th th

purchase of 201,000 stamps by BABN from the Burland-Desbarats
Lithographic Company.[54]
     The caddy excise stamp was redesigned in 1871, with the first
delivery by BABN occurring at the end of July.[55] An example of the
new  stamps is illustrated in Figure 24.  New box stamps (Figure 25)
were added later in red (pre-October 1873) and in black (post-October
1873).[55, 56]

Figure 21: Issue of September 1869, excise consum ption

stam p for sm all packages of m anufactured tobacco.

Figure 22: Issue of September 1869, excise consumption stamp for medium
packages of manufactured tobacco.

Figure 23: Issue of m id-1871, custom s

stamp for sm all packages of m anufactured

tobacco.

Initially and predominantly, these new upright rectangular stamps were
printed from steel plates, with some later production by lithographic
transfers.  Lithographic versions included a small 1882 shipment of
green caddy stamps for use in Montreal.  This green caddy stamp was
produced only by lithography.[57]
     The blue Customs versions of the new box and caddy stamps did not
appear until 1881, following the December 1880 assumption by the
Revenue Department of responsibility for the procurement of Customs
tobacco stamps.  The entire supply of these Customs stamps was printed
by lithography.[48, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63]
     In September of 1874, the Revenue Department authorized the prep-
aration of the first Division-specific stamps for manufactured tobacco. 
These stamps, examples of which are illustrated in Figures 26, 27, 28
and 29, bear the printed name of the Revenue Division and signature of
its Collector in the spaces previously left blank to be filled in by hand
or rubberstamp.  The first of these personalized stamps were prepared
for use in Montreal and Toronto.[64]  It is surmised that similar stamps
for other Divisions were subsequently introduced over time as war-

(To be continued.)
ranted by numbers used.
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Figure 24: Delivered by BABN July 1871,

excise consum ption Caddy stam p.

Figure 25: Later addition to the Issue of 1871,

excise warehouse Box stam p. 

Figure 28: Ordered Septem ber 1874, excise consum ption

stam p for use at Toronto.

Figure 29: Ordered Septem ber 1874, excise consum ption stam p for use at Toronto.

Figure 27: Ordered Septem ber 1874, excise

consum ption Box stam p for use at M ontreal.
Figure 26: Ordered September 1874, excise

consum ption Caddy stam p for use at Toronto.
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Cape Breton Provisionals  (continued from page 1.)

conclusions in this regard.
     The Bonhams auction catalogues classified each octagonal stamp
(NSC 4, 6, 7, 8 and unlisted) as having one of five possible border
“types”.  This classification was based on flyspecks and small breaks in
the red borders.  The significance of such minor varieties in such rare
and primitive stamps is debatable.
     Also included in the auctions were quantities of the first regular issue
of Cape Breton law stamps (van Dam’s NSC 12 and 13).  A total of 52
copies of the red, 25-cent NSC 12 and 54 copies of the blue, 50-cent

+NSC 13 were sold in three bulk lots.
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